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MINUTES OF THE AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE (ARAC) 

MEETING OF FESTIVAL 2022 LTD VIA VIDEO CONFERENCE ON WEDNESDAY 03 

AUGUST 2022, 14:00 – 15:15  
(the “Company” and “Festival 2022 Ltd”) 

(the “Programme” and “UNBOXED: Creativity in the UK”) 

 

Present: 
Faraz Tasnim (FT)  

 
ARAC Chair, Non-Executive Director 

Amali de Alwis MBE (AdA) 
Roger Lewis (RL) 

Non-Executive Director  
Non-Executive Director, representing Wales 

Liam Hannaway (LH) Non-Executive Director, representing Northern Ireland 
  
Observers Present:   
Greg Wilson (GW) National Audit Office 
Daniel Coles (DC) 
Adam Richards (AR) 
Alison Breadon (AB) 

Department for Digital Culture Media and Sport (“DCMS”) 
PwC 
PwC 

  
In attendance: 
Phil Batty (PB) 
Caroline McGrory (CMcG) 
David Grady (DG)  
Sarah Tromans (ST) 
Jack Spooner (JS)  
John Darnbrook (JB) 
Ruth Marshall (RM) 
Lucy Bailey (LB) 
Laura O’Donnell (LO’D)  
Laura O’Flynn (LO’F) 

 
Executive Director 
Chief Legal Officer & Company Secretary 
Chief Financial Officer  
Director of Financial Controls & Contract Management  
Senior Finance Manager  
Head of Business Integration  
Head of PMO and Assurance 
Project Director  
Assistant Project Manager  
Governance Manager (Note-taker)  

  
32/22 Welcome and purpose of the meeting  

The Chair welcomed all present and outlined the agenda.  
 
Apologies received from Sonia Coates who leaves the National Audit Office this 
week and we thank SC for her efforts in supporting the ARAC. The Chair welcomed 
Ruth Marshall in her new role as Head of PMO and Assurance.  

 
33/22 Approval of minutes and matters arising  

The Chair informed of no matters arising and ran-through the outstanding actions 

and closed them.  

AdA requested to be kept updated in relation to sustainability.   

 

ACTION:  JD to arrange an update meeting on sustainability with AdA.   

The Chair reminded that with the cancelled 09 June ARAC meeting, business was 

covered through correspondence via email.  

The formal note captures the overall outcomes of the 09 June pack, and this meeting 

formally accepts this as an accurate record. 
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34/22 Executive Update 

PB provided an update on key corporate headlines with the focus on the completed 

workforce restructure, specifically noting attendees that support the ARAC; Ruth 

Marshall is now Head of PMO and Assurance reporting on risks, Laura O’Flynn is 

Head of Governance and Dissolution leading on the transition of information 

management in a systematic timeline, John Darnbrook is now Head of 

Transformation supporting in the restructure and strategic business priorities and 

finally Lucy Bailey has taken on additional responsibilities to look after cluster 3 which 

includes SEE MONSTER, GALWAD and Dreamachine.  

Jack Spooner remains the Senior Finance Manager and supports across UNBOXED 

and manage the 10 commissions.  

Wider recruitment is underway to support capacity and the wider workforce plan. 

The ARAC were pleased to see increase resource and streamlining of processes.  

PB went on to provide an update on the strategic issues, specifically focused on the 

live commissions overall reach, risk landscape, investment in MarComms to deliver 

‘Good to Great’ and the programme activity to deliver September which is all about 

optimising opportunities for audience engagement.   

AdA considered communications narrative for UNBOXED and prompted discussion 

on the overall outputs of the programme against projections. PB informed of current 

work underway that looks at audience engagement at a granular level, including live 

physical, digital engagement, broadcast elements, learning and participation. The 

team plan to update the Board next week with engagement figures. 

The ARAC were pleased to hear this work had been reviewed and would await the 

Board next week. A discussion took place on the dissolution and evaluation activity 

runs alongside each other. PB confirmed there is no intention to complete a 1-year 

evaluation, that would be a decision for the four Governments as funders. 

LH re-emphasised the criticality of maintaining the workforce engagement, it was 

obvious to see the next few months are the busiest and the ARAC should receive 

assurance on this. PB concurred that it is a key risk and have mitigated where 

possible with increased recruitment and several talentd individuals have been 

redeployed to priority programmes, utilising the outplacement from the OC 

colleagues, and redeploying to backfill. JD supported and believed the OC pool was 

a golden resource; 13 roles circulated and receiving a minimum of 12 applicants per 

role from going internal.   

35/22 Strategic Risk Management Landscape and Portfolio Report Update  

PB framed the paper (taken as read) and outlined the changes to the Risk 

Management Portfolio position.  

36/22 Financial Performance inc. Budget Review and Contingency Update  

JS framed the paper (taken as read) and informed that the paper focused on 

contingency which are being managed within the commissions and communicated at 

the monthly management meetings and changes through the financial delegation 

processes. The overall figure is good and the timing of a reforecast meeting with 

DCMS will support. As the commissions close there is lots of administration to 

complete.  
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JS referred to the contingency table.  

The Committee then discussed the overall strategy for contingency management 

during the final stages of the programme.  

The ARAC noted the content of the paper.  

37/22 Internal Audit Update  

AR framed the paper (taken as read). AR informed that since the June papers, no 

reviews had taken place and the demobalisation review is scheduled towards the end 

of September. It was felt to remove the deep dives from the review given the 

assurance was provided to the Board and remove the MarComms review due to the 

timeframes now providing very little benefit and need to utilise the resource 

elsewhere. Two reviews have been identified approval: 1) commission closeout 

process 2) commission ‘output’ data collection processes.  

IT WAS RESOLVED THAT THE ARAC approved the removal of the MarComms 
and Project deep dive reviews and approved the additions of Commissions 
close out process and commission ‘output’ data collection processes. The 
Committee were pleased to see dissolution included within the demobalisation 
review.   
 

The Committee questioned the outstanding action and impact on dissolution 

resource and recharges. PB updated that the action was sat with him to finalise the 

end dates and set up a workforce review meeting next week.  

38/22 Dissolution Update  

LO’F framed the paper (taken as read) and referred to the key changes; impacts from 

restructure, concerns and proposed mitigations with capacity to lead the asset 

workstream, additional workstream to capture the commission close down activity 

within the governance structure and the Board composition.  

The Chair asked for plans on how to keep people motivated during a busy period. 

LO’F outlined the reignited the working party and planned to uilise this group of 

people to champion the importance of dissolution and will provide support to others. 

Also, joined the OC Steering Committee which ST chairs and utilising the resource 

and support from here, for example mini training sessions in specific areas to share 

knowledge and documentation, where possible. It is early days but had positive 

engagement and support from the DCMS and colleagues to progress dissolution 

activity.  

The Chair requested to see the Governance structure. DG agreed to share the 

structures from the Steering Committee and reassured that the UNBOXED 

dissolution is an overarching part of the OC Dissolution process. LO’F reminded 

about the directors briefing scheduled with PwC at the September Board meeting too 

which would cover the liabilities.  

ACTION:  DG to send the governance documentation to the ARAC Chair.   

RL was supportive of PwC in attendance at the Board and asked to ensure that the 

Board are fully engaged and that there is adequate time available to discuss.  

AdA asked for an update on the assets for projects and UNBOXED’s obligations. PB 

responded with the ownership of assets is set out within the full commission 
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agreement. PB summarised this position for the ARAC. 

The Committee questioned how UNBOXED briefing in the Senior Producers is to 

prepare the commissions for dissolution and are we being up front with them. RM 

reassured that the structure was in place, and it had been shared with the 

commissions. Currently, the process is being trialled with About Us/ 59 Productions. 

GW noted that assets may require approval if they are being gifted or disposed of at 

a loss (irrespective of value) in alignment with the Managing Public Money rules.  

The Committee were pleased to receive an update and gave their full support to the 

dissolution activity.  

 

39/22 AOB  

 There were no ‘Any Other Business’ items raised.  
 
Close of meeting  
The meeting closed at 15:15. The Date of the next formal meeting was confirmed as 
05 October, virtual.   

 
Distribution by email unless stated otherwise:  
ARAC Directors 
ARAC Observers 
Executive Management Team  
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